
FEATURESS DESCRIPTION
APPE 4 New APPE 4 includes smoother shades, extensive spot color handling and seamless gradient blend - ✓
PrintBleed Pixel cloning and contour duplication to expand print area - ✓
Advanced 
Color Corrections Color correction now includes primaries and allows last minute modifications for RGB and N-Color print modes - ✓

Step&Repeat Nesting Nest blocks of images created with Step&Repeat - ✓
Contour Nesting, 
Tex&Repeat, PrintBoard Now included as RIP features - ✓

64-bit Integration of 64-bit rendering - ✓
QuickPrint Use the printing presets as simple workflows - ✓
QR Codes QR Codes can be added at the end of the job (with tags) - ✓
Tiling+ non-uniform 
tile shape Ability to merge/split/disable tiles to create non-uniform tile shapes - ✓

Grommets Ability to add grommets directly from the Print Module - ✓
VisualRemote Submit and manage jobs remotely - ✓
Online notifications Tells the user when an update or driver release is available - ✓
Step&Repeat page mode Specify dimensions of the sheet to be filled with the right amount of repetitions - ✓

Sync&Deploy Synchronise RIP station configurations. Manage profiles, drivers and version updates in 
one click and deploy them automatically through the entire company - ✓

OpenCL Boosted computing for higher RIPPING speeds - ✓
Higher Volume Capacity Optimized for Print Clustering and Digital Presses - ✓

Print & Import Print targets from Caldera for non connected Spectrophotometers devices and import 
the measured data into EasyMedia to build your color calibration - ✓

Creative Ink Customization Process inks and specials (varnish, metallic, white…) can be customized/ associated across different machines - ✓
Workflow connectivity Optimized for Nexio connectivity - ✓
Trim-O-Matik Combine Optimized to combine Trimmers and Marks (annotations, bar code, QR codes, crop marks…) for improved finishing - ✓
Extra Marks Advanced management of registration marks to minimize wastage (for flatbed cutters) (requires GrandCut licence) - ✓
Trim-O-Matik Wider range of trimmers now supported : Fotoba, Crest, Kala XY (option) - ✓
RGB workflow Ability to create RGB profiles in EasyMedia (option) - ✓
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STILL USING VERSION 9? CHECK-OUT WHAT YOU'RE MISSING!

SUPPORT IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE FOR V8 AND V9


